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History & Culture

Glasgow’s history is as 
fascinating as it is diverse. 
From its humble origins as 
a small fishing village to its 
transformation into a major 
centre for shipbuilding and 

trade during the Industrial 
Revolution, the city has 
continuously evolved. 
Immerse yourself in its rich 
cultural heritage by exploring 
landmarks like Glasgow 

Cathedral, Kelvingrove Art 
Gallery and Museum, and the 
iconic University of Glasgow.
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Glasgow is home to a thriving 
arts and entertainment scene. 
From performances at the 
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall 
or the Kings Theatre, a live gig 
at the Barrowland Ballroom, 
King Tuts or the OVO Hydro, 
or celebrating cinema at 
Glasgow’s annual film festival, 
Glasgow ticks a box for 
everyone.

Take it outdoors with an 
event at the Kelvingrove 
Bandstand, the Galvanizers 

Yard or spend the weekend 
dancing away at TRNSMT or 
Riverside Festival.



Dining
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Glasgow boasts 
an eclectic mix of 
high-end boutiques, 
vintage stores, and 
bustling markets. 
From designer 
labels on Buchanan 
Street to quirky 
finds in the West 
End’s hidden gems, 
there’s no shortage 
of retail therapy 
options. Don’t miss 
the vibrant Barras 
Market, where 
you can search for 
unique treasures and 
soak up the lively 
atmosphere.

Glasgow’s culinary scene 
is a delightful fusion of 
traditional Scottish fare and 
international influences. 
Indulge in hearty classics like 
haggis, neeps, and tatties 

at cosy pubs or sample 
innovative dishes at award-
winning restaurants. From 
trendy eateries in Finnieston 
or Hillhead to the city 
centre’s Merchant City there’s 

something to tantalise every 
palate. It is also said that 
Glasgow is the birthplace of 
the chicken tikka masala.



Parks & Outdoor Spaces

Escape the hustle and bustle 
of the city and discover 
Glasgow’s green spaces. From 
the sprawling expanses of 
Glasgow Green to the beauty 
of Kelvingrove Park, outdoor 

enthusiasts will find plenty to 
explore. Take a leisurely stroll 
along the River Clyde, cycle 
through scenic trails, or simply 
relax and soak up the natural 
beauty that surrounds you.
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Nightlife
As the sun sets, Glasgow truly 
comes alive with an electrify-
ing nightlife scene. Whether 
you’re craving craft cocktails in 
the cobbled streets of Ashton 
Lane, dancing the night away 
in legendary clubs, or enjoying 
live music in intimate venues, 
the city has it all. From the 
trendy bars of Finnieston to the 
busy pubs of the Merchant City, 
prepare for unforgettable nights 
out!


